Message from the Student Papers Co-chairs

The Student Papers program is meant to encourage students to attend ISSRE and present their work, exchange ideas with researchers and practitioners, and get early feedback on their research efforts. Student papers are short technical articles that promote early communication of technical work and allow students to report on work in progress and introduce new ideas to the community. We invited original papers reporting research and practical results related to reliability, availability and dependability of software and software-based systems.

Each student paper submitted was of maximum six pages of dual column IEEE Style in length. The first author of the paper is a student. Submissions are unpublished and cannot be submitted for publication elsewhere. Student papers are reviewed by the members of the Student Paper Program Committee based on the relevance to the technical content of the conference, originality, technical soundness, and quality and clarity of the written presentation. Each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers. This year’s program features four papers selected from eight submissions.
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